
Creating a chroma-keyed sequence involves, of course, two images or videos, one as first layer and 
one as background.

We start from the input tab:

First action to do is importing an image (or video) as first layer

choosing it from the memory of your computer (as for videos, only .avi and .avs files are allowed).

Resize the view at 50% and move the play cursor to view it .



See the entire image or video:

To upload the background image or video click on the preview tab, select Image/video from file and 
push Load image/video:

Click on Open video:



Choose the background image (or video) ...

… if there are problems with the codecs, open it clicking Open(AviSynth):

It will appear on the 
preview box:



Click on the Shadow section to see the imported background image or video:

Click again on the Shadow section button to go back to the first layer image...

… then click again on the same Shadow button to start the chroma-key .



Click on Color picker to select the background color to be transparent:

:-) | The psychologist is in: don't get frustrated as you see holes on your head or suspended pixels or 
greenscreen on the background but …
… push on the rectangle at the right of Color picker to view the palette

 
and move the cursor checking the values in the boxes.

Then use the little black
 cross cursor  to choose the
(pixel of the) color grade
you want to be transparent...
… try and try again :-)



After repairing the holes on my nape :-) I have to remove the light green aura from around my 
shape:

Clicking on the Shadow matte tab ...

It may take a few time but the result is great.

… I can now try to balance
between green aura
and holes on the nape ...



Now we can save the project as a .cgk file

and render the video in an .avi file.

After choosing name and destination for rendering …



… we must select the compression mode (I use .h264 even if a message of risk of losing frames 
may appear).

This tutorial needs improving with your  experience.

Corrections of the English explaining and tips are welcome at:

• dalziani@email.it  
• this thread.

Thank you for your kind attention :-)

mailto:dalziani@email.it

